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Academia: a vital business

http://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/policy-and-analysis/reports/Documents/
2014/the-impact-of-universities-on-the-uk-economy.pdf

Academia: a societal need



Academia: career progression
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Academia: teaching

TEF!!
Academia: teaching and training

■ Undergraduate 
• Lectures 

- core 

- service 
• Lab teaching 

- core/service 

• Tutorials 

• Projects 

• Careers 
• Pastoral 

• ‘Soft’ 

■ Postgraduate 

• Masters 
- lectures/lab classes 

• PhD 
- lectures/problem classes

Fees pay the 
bills 

Assessment is 
main workload 

Feedback is 
essential 

NSS…



REF!!
Academia: research

Research in academia: funding
■ PhD funding 

• UK Govt 

- Loans 

• RCUK 
- DTP, CDT, CASE/iCASE 

• Charities and industry 
• Institutional 

■ PDRA funding 
• RCUK: EPSRC, BBSRC 

- Responsive mode 

- Targetted calls 
• Charities: Wellcome, Leverhulme 

• Institutional  
■ Fellowships 

• RCUK 
• Royal Society 

• Charities: Wellcome, Leverhulme

Funding is 
not the 
most 

important 
thing 

but it’s 
important



Research in academia: collaboration

■ Intra-discipline 

■ Inter-discipline 

■ Industrial 

■ National 

■ International 

■ Funded/unfunded

Understand 
partners 

Manage 
expectations 

Be realistic

Research in academia: outputs

■ Peer-reviewed papers 
• Learned society 

- RSC, ACS, RS, SCI 
• For-profit 

- Nature, Science, Cell 
■ Books 

• Whole works 

• Chapters 
• Editorships 

• Online  
■ Conference proceedings 

• preclude publication elsewhere 

■ Preprints….

Outputs 
ARE the 

most 
important 

thing 

but impact 
factor is not



Research in academia: outputs

Academia: work-life balance



Academia: work-life balance

http://nautil.us/issue/46/balance/darwin-was-a-slacker-and-you-should-be-too

Academia: work-life balance



“He tells it like it is”

“The toughest question to ask in synthetic organic chemistry 

after the work is done is: what have you learned? And you 

can have extraordinarily complex things. They look complex 

as hell. Maybe they have 80 asymmetric centers and maybe 

the answer is…nothing. I mean, you could have learned that 

humans are capable of enormous focused efforts and are 

capable of sticking with a problem which is extraordinarily 

complicated. On the other hand, if somebody makes 

polyethylene, as somebody obviously did, then you learn a lot, 

even though it will not thrill most synthetic chemists because 

this would be comparable to building a highway for an 

architect. I mean, it’s important, but it’s fairly dull compared 

to the Guggenheim Museum, for instance… ”
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